TAIEI JAPAN never stops taking on challenges to enrich the lifestyle.

Based on our accumulated business experience, we have developed a wide range of products, including cooking utensils. We are taking on the challenge of manufacturing products that enhance our lives according to society, the environment, and the needs of customers to make them use good things for a long time.

The base of our integrated manufacturing systems.

**01 PLAN & SALE**

**02 MANUFACTURE**

**03 DISTRIBUTION**

By establishing these three divisions, which are planning and sales, in-house manufacture and outsourcing, we can make quick, high-quality, and low-cost delivery. Also, our strength is that we respond immediately in any situations.

**BUSINESS**

**01 PLAN & SALE**

In the sales planning divisions, we provide comprehensive proposals and support the needs of our customers from the planning stage to delivery through our product planning capabilities. We have also given full consideration to quality control and safety measures in our overseas network, and have established a reliable OEM & ODM production systems that achieves.

**02 MANUFACTURE**

We manufacture gravity casting of aluminum alloy. All process are managed in an integrated production systems within our factory, therefore we achieve that a high quality, low cost and the shortest delivery time.

**03 DISTRIBUTION**

Connecting the warehouse in China and the warehouse in Nara in 7 days via Osaka port, enabling timely and appropriate supply at all times. To achieve low-cost operations, we optimize the performance of stock inventory. The most important things are storage quality, expert quality and safe management. We aim for middelivery, no out of stock and be on time.
3 commitments to make products

~Use good things for a long time~

**MATERIAL**
High purity aluminum alloy

**METHOD**
- Gravity cast (the porous tissue)
- Lightweight
- Composite structure with different materials

**SHAPE**
Complex shape

**GRAVITY CAST**

Our company has specially formulated high-purity aluminum alloy. It is suitable for cooking utensils, light and easy to use, excellent durability.

**CASTING**
The casting products manufactured by gravity mould casting, the crystal structure is miniaturized on the surface, and the porous tissue is formed inside. Not only controlling of temperature, moisture and the speed, also by the craftsman's own strong desire, with accumulated excellent experiences and high technology skills, excellent castings are created.

**CUTTING**
In order to realize the precise size requirements, each piece is carefully carved by a computer-controlled NC cutting machine. It is possible to carve castings wall thickness into variable shapes. The thick bottom thin wall structure is more suitable for the cooking utensils. It requires dense calculation and technology in order to prevent bottom sagging deformation due to heat and to exact the water sealing effect of dry cooling.

**PAINTING**

Skilled craftsmanship with the finest coating system make it possible to achieve accurate and quantitative production even for demanding quality requirements. In order to bring out various coating performances, various coating methods, coating experiences, and technologies are required, depending on the choices by temperature and moisture. In addition to PFA coating and PTFE coating, we can respond to various request such as ceramic coating and heat resistant coating.

**POLISHING**
Craftsmen are proud of their polishing technology handed through many years, have polished each piece carefully. There is a technique to polish various kinds of finished, such as Lathe polishing and hand pull polishing. A smooth, glossy finish that cannot be high level polishing techniques.
PHILOSOPHY

We think that it is important to focus on social through the business products and services. To aim the development of the food culture and for the realization of enriched life, keep trying new value creation with stakeholder.